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Abstract 
This dissertation was written as a part of the MSc in Data Science at the International 
Hellenic University.  
 
Sports Analytics exist as a term and concept for many years, but nowadays, it is imple-
mented in a different way that affects how teams, players, managers, executives, betting 
companies and fans perceive statistics and sports. 
 
Machine Learning can have various applications in Sports Analytics. The most widely 
used are for prediction of match outcome, player or team performance, market value of 
a player and injuries prevention. This dissertation focuses on the quintessence of foot-
ball, which is match outcome prediction. 
 
The main objective of this dissertation is to explore, develop and evaluate machine 
learning predictive models for English Premier League matches’ outcome prediction. A 
comparison was made between XGBoost Classifier, Logistic Regression and Support 
Vector Classifier. The results show that the XGBoost model can outperform the other 
models in terms of accuracy and prove that it is possible to achieve quite high accuracy 
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1 Introduction 
The dissertation is structured in 7 chapters as follows: the first chapter is the introduc-
tion; the second chapter presents the historical background for sports analytics in certain 
sports and the previous work on football; the third chapter offers a short introduction to 
some general terms that are used in the dissertation; in the fourth chapter, the whole 
methodology process is analyzed; the fifth chapter describes the procedure of creating 
prediction models; in the sixth chapter, the results of the models and their evaluation are 
presented; and finally, in chapter seven, conclusions are presented and future work is 
recommended. 
 
The dissertation focuses on football and more specifically on the English Premier 
League. The aim of the dissertation is to predict match outcomes for English Premier 
League. Football was selected because it is considered the world’s most popular sport 
regarding its fanbase. In 2019, English Premier League had 39 thousand tickets per 
game. On the other hand, there are specific difficulties in predicting football match out-
comes because these can be affected by both internal and external factors. The abun-
dance of free online data regarding football can be considered as an asset, but the proper 
selection of data suitable for outcome prediction is needed. 
 
Even though it is quite difficult to predict a football match outcome, this dissertation 
proves that it is possible to generate predictions with relatively good results for a single 
football season. More specifically, creating features related to each team’s form and 
strength from the traditional football statistics of a game, was crucial for the model to 
achieve a satisfactory performance. XGBoost model scored the highest accuracy score 
compared to Logistic Regression and Support Vector Classifier.  
 
Generally, sports analytics is a topic that increasingly gains interest. Sports clubs have 
already started using software, censors, cameras, and specific techniques to collect and 
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analyze data that help managers, analysts, trainers, and executives to make short-term 
and long-term decisions.  
 
Moreover, sports analytics become indispensable for betting reasons. Both clients and 
betting companies are very interested in sports data. Betting companies want to please 
the clients offering good betting odds as well as make profit, and clients search for sta-
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2 Background 
This chapter is split into 2 subsections. The first one refers to the historical background 
of baseball, basketball, and football and the second one to the past research in football. 
 
2.1 Historical Background 
 
Sports analytics is a new scientific area that grows rapidly as it is used by more and 
more professional teams and professional athletes in every sport. Nevertheless, the idea 
of collecting and analyzing data that may help the improvement of the team or individu-
al performance was presented many years ago before using algorithms and machine 
learning techniques.  
 
Several decades ago, even traditional statistics were not monitored for most sports. For 
instance, there is no information about the assists that were given at the World Cup 
football tournament of 1954 because the “key” pass that leads to a goal was not statisti-
cally significant during that period. 
 
Surprisingly, whilst football is the most famous sport, baseball was the first sport that 




In 1906, the Chicago Cubs achieved the best record with 116 wins in 154 games in reg-
ular season and reached to the finals. The competitor of the title was the Chicago White 
Sox, known as the “hitless wonders”. Sportswriter Hugh Fullerton implemented his own 
baseball analysis and according to that analysis, he predicted that the weaker Chicago 
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White Sox would win the championship. Despite the odds, Chicago White Sox shocked 
everyone and won the championship. Because of this prediction, Hugh Fullerton be-
came famous and he published the book “Touching Second: The Science of Baseball” 
in 1910 [1]. 
In 1947, baseball executive Branch Rickey thought innovative and he hired statistical 
analyst Allan Roth. His main idea was to convert Roth’s observations from the team 
data into game insights. Rickey was one of the first executives that realized the worth of 
statistics and sports analytics. In 1954, Life magazine published an article based on 
Rickey decision, entitled “Goodbye to Some old Baseball Ideas”, which focus on the 




Figure 1: Branch Rickey's famous formula [2]. 
 
In 1971, baseball researcher L. Robert Davis called 30 people who are interested in 
baseball and statistical research for a meeting in New York. That meeting leads to the 
creation of the Society for American Baseball Research. The main target of this society 
is to endorse and develop the historical and statistical research in baseball. 
 
In 1977, William (Bill) James, maybe the most prominent person in baseball history, 
published his annual book “The Bill James Baseball Abstract” from 1977 to 1980. That 
period was crucial for sports analytics because that was the first time that a book about 
sports analytics became widespread. Furthermore, Bill James is the “father” of saber-
metrics. Sabermetrics is the statistical analysis of baseball data designed to measure 
baseball players’ performances. He published almost 30 books about baseball history 
and statistics until he was hired as senior consultant of co-owner and general manager 
of Boston Red Sox in 2002. In 2004, Boston Red Sox won its first World Series since 
1918. The team won again the series in 2007 and in 2013 with Bill James on the front 
office [5]. 
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In 2003, Michael Lewis published the book named “Moneyball”. This book refers to 
the Oakland Athletics and their general manager Billy Beane. Beane utilized sabermet-
ric analysis to construct teams that qualified for five postseasons from 2000 to 2006, 
whilst had one of the lowest wage budgets in baseball [3]. Figure 2 depicts team salaries 
in 2002 for Oakland Athletes, who had the third-lowest wage budget in the MLB [4]. 
 
 
Figure 2: Team salaries in 2002 [4]. 
 
In 2017, all baseball teams which participated in Major League Baseball, employed at 




Generally, at basketball, the statistically better team usually wins the game. Despite 
basketball dependence on statistics, sports analytics came very late compared to other 
sports. In 2004, a book, titled “Basketball on Paper”, was published by Dean Oliver. 
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Nowadays, Dean Oliver referred as the godfather of advanced basketball statistics. He 
divided the basketball game points into efficiency and pace [6]. 
In 2005, two Israeli scientists, Gal Oz and Miky Tamir, created the famous SportVU. It 
is a system that tracks the movements of every player and the ball 25 times per second. 
Since 2014, all NBA teams use the SportVU system. The six cameras that were in-
stalled in every arena, provides every team with advanced statistics depends on speed, 
distance, player separation and ball possession. Moreover, SportVU has been expanded 
in football [7] [8] [9].   
 
 
Figure 3: SportVU camera in NBA [10].  
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Analysts have been applying mathematical models in sports for a long time. Charles 
Reep was the first who applied mathematics in football. During 1950, he utilized statis-
tics and demonstrated the long-ball theory in order to improve the probability of win-
ning [12]. However, Charles Reep approaches were controversial. A sports journalist 
Jonathan Wilson argued that the long-ball theory was totally wrong [13]. Those days, the 
mathematics used were uncomplicated and done by hand. The rapid growth of mathe-
matics and computer science gives the ability to the sports teams to use data science in 
order to analyze the data about the sport [14].  
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Figure 5: Long-ball theory [15] 
 
Nowadays, Liverpool FC have the football analytics dream team. More specific, the re-
search team comprises of Ian Graham (PhD in Physics), Bill Spearman (PhD in Physics 
and ex-CERN), Tim Waskett (PhD in Astronomy) and Dafydd Steele (Statistical re-
searcher). This group helps the team sign the most suitable players for coach’s style. 
Their contribution to winning the Champions League (2019) and English Premier 
League (2020), was significant [14] 
 
During the past decade, there was a substantial change of football analytics. Advanced 
statistics have appeared. The most important ones are Expected Goals, Expected As-
sists, Defensive Coverage and Sequences. Expected Goal may be the most innovative. It 
measures the quality of chances created and conceded. In 2015, Midtjylland FC won the 
first championship of their history, signing players according to the Expected Goal 
model [16]. 
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Figure 6: Score and the Expected Goals [17]. 
 




In this part of the dissertation, previous works and the remarkable researches will be 
presented and discussed. We have separated the past research in four categories. Firstly, 
we will inspect at the general overview of football predictions and the machine learning 
techniques that have been utilized. Secondly, we will focus on research related to using 
team ratings to enhance predictions. Thirdly, we will talk about the factors that affect 
the outcome of football matches. Finally, we will present the papers that demonstrate 
models estimating the expected goals that a team is expected to have achieved. 
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2.2.2 Football Prediction Overview 
 
Generating predictions for football outcomes has been a significant research subject 
since the middle of the 20th century. Moroney (1956) [18] and Reep (1971) [19] utilized 
both the negative binomial distribution and Poisson distribution to model the total goals 
scored in a football match, depending on historical team results. 
  
In 1982, Maher [20] pioneered using Poisson distributions to model home and away 
team defensive and attacking abilities. His main purpose was to predict the mean num-
ber of goals for each team. Following Maher’s approach, in 1997, Dixon and Coles [21] 
generated a model that produced probabilities for game results and scores by following 
Poisson distribution. Dixon and Coles model was very popular and used as a benchmark 
for other models. This model developed on a Poisson regression model, which indicates 
that the expected number of goals for each team converted to goal probabilities and fi-
nally to match result probabilities. 
  
Furthermore, this model measures an attacking and defending rating for each team by 
calculating the maximum likelihood estimates of these ratings on previous outcomes 
and utilizes a weighted function to exponentially down weight previous results depend-
ing on the length of time that divides an outcome from the actual prediction time.  
 
In 2000, Rue and Salveson [22] used Monte Carlo simulation to make predictions. 
  
In the early 2000s, researchers were trying to directly predict games outcomes (win or 
draw or loss) instead of predicting the match scores and then generating match outcome 
probabilities. More specific, in 2000, Forrest and Simmons [23] applied a classification 
model to predict the match result rather than generating predictions for the goals scored. 
This helped them to prevent the challenge of interdependence on the two teams scores. 
 
In the same year, Kuypers [24] constructed a model that predicts future match out-
comes, using variables extracted from a season’s match outcomes. Moreover, he was 
among the first that tried to make profitable betting strategies by using his model. 
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The past research tried to forecast both match score and match outcome. Subsequently, 
we will now explore the recent research that has been done on the topic, by applying 
modern Machine Learning algorithms. 
 
In 2005, Goddard [25] built a regression model that took recent performance, team qual-
ity, game significance and geographical distance into account. Using geographical dis-
tance as a variable, he tried to detect a rivalry between teams. Goddard published one of 
the first papers that took into consideration other variables than actual match results. He 
identified that there was the likelihood of a profitable betting return comparing his mod-
el predictions with the betting odds. He inferred that models based on scores and models 
based on outcomes have similar accuracy, and the best method might be a hybrid mod-
el. 
 
In 2006, Joseph at al. [26] evolved four machine learning models: A Naïve Bayes, a 
Bayes learner, a KNN learner and a MC4 learner. He deduced that MC4 learner was the 
best in detecting the attributes with the greatest influence on the result. 
 
In 2011, Hucaljuk et al. [27] tried to predict football scores using different Machine 
Learning techniques: Naïve Bayes, Bayesian Networks, LogitBoost, KNN, Random 
Forest, and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). They concluded that Artificial Neural 
Networks achieved the best results. 
  
More recently, in 2016, Tavakol [28] used a linear model. He took into consideration 
historical player data and the historical outcomes between the two teams. In order to 
train the model, he used feature extraction and feature aggregation techniques because 
of the big number of features. 
 
In 2019, Gu at al. [29] gathered high volume of data about teams and players. They ap-
plied big data analytical techniques and developed a Support Vector Machine and an 
Ensemble Machine Learning algorithm. The Ensemble algorithm could improve com-
pletely the Support Vector Machine’s results. In the same year, Apostolou and Tjortjis 
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[78] achieved to predict the goals that a famous player will score in the next season us-
ing Logistic Regression. 
 
In 2020, Chazan and Tjortjis [79] tried to predict English Premier League using differ-
ent Machine Learning techniques. SVM with polynomial kernel was the best in terms of 
accuracy. 
 
By exploring the past research that have been done on the topic of constructing models 
to predict football game scores and outcomes, we gained valuable information on the 
techniques we should use and the potential issues we should avoid. 
 
2.2.3 Rating Systems 
 
Some researchers followed another approach in order to perform match predictions. 
They used rating systems for theirs purposes. One of the most popular rating systems 
that is used nowadays, is the “ELO rating” system. In 1978, Elo [30], a Hungarian phys-
ics professor, invented this rating system to rate chess players. Its usage has been broad-
ened for football clubs. In 2003, Buchdahl [31] used ELO ratings to update teams’ rela-
tive strengths. 
 
In 2010, Hvattuma [32] utilized an ELO system and applied regression models to obtain 
covariates for football match predictions. He used two forms of ELO ratings. The first 
one took into consideration the match outcome and the second one took into account the 
actual match score. To evaluate his predictions, he tested various benchmarks and he 
inferred that he acquired better results utilizing ELO ratings. 
  
To generate predictions for football Euro 2016 tournament, several approaches have 
been tested. In 2016, Lasek [33] used ordinal regression ratings and least squares ratings 
in combination with Poisson regression, to provide predictions about the tournament 
and simulate it many times utilizing Monte Carlo simulations.  
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In 2017, Viswanadha et al. [34] utilized player ratings instead of using team ratings to 
predict cricket match results applying a Random Forest classifier. 
 
In 2020, Sarlis and Tjortjis [80] used advanced basketball analytics including ELO rat-
ings to predict the MVP and the defensive player of the year. 
 
In 2013, Fenton [35] invented “pi-rating”, a new team rating type. It dynamically evalu-
ates teams by exploring the relative differences in score over time. The same year, La-
sek et al. [36] proposed that an ensemble model from various rating systems can have 
substantially better results than a model using only one rating system. 
 
2.2.4 Factors that affect the result of a football game 
 
Surely, there are many factors that decide a football match. Vecer at al. [37], in 2009, 
detected red card as a factor and Catteeuw et al. [38], in 2010, identified referee deci-
sions as a factor that affects a football game. These factors are in-court parameters. 
However, there are plenty of out-court factors which are more complicated than the 
previous ones. 
  
The most significant factor may be the players. Even though, it is possible to evaluate 
the quality of players by utilizing rating systems, there are various factors to take into 
account. An important one, is the interrelations among teammates. Generally, it is based 
on the strengths and the weaknesses of each player in combination with the team’s cul-
ture and mentality and it appears to be an important parameter of a team’s performance 
according to Gréhaigne et al. [39], in 2005. 
 
Possibly the most used performance metric in football is the team form. Team form is 
the overview of the result of five games. This number is acknowledged by experts and 
adopted by many football statistics sites like “statsfc.com”. In 2014, Arabzad et al. [40] 
followed a different interesting approach. They used more than five matches. For exam-
ple, they used the outcomes of last four home and away games. 
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Another factor that can affect team performance is players’ psychology. It is a non-
measured parameter. In 2012, Constantinou et al. [41] utilized knowledge about motiva-
tion of winning the game and team spirit to measure psychological difference between 
two teams located in the same region. 
 
There are players in a team like the captain who plays a more important role than other 
players. These players called key players. Messi is a great example. He contributes to 
the winning mentality of his team with his special football abilities. Even though ex-
perts have accepted this approach, there has not been many researches. In 2006, Joseph 
et al. [42] performed good results by constructing a model based on key players.  
 
2.2.5 Expected Goals (xG) Models 
 
Expected Goals models is a quite modern approach that focus on analyzing game data 
to understand the number of goals a team should have scored based on the statistics that 
have been noted during the match. 
 
In 2012, MacDonald [43] constructed an Expected Goals model to estimate the perfor-
mance of National Hockey League (NHL) matches. He used two metrics. The first took 
into consideration the shots and the missed shots. The second one based on shots, 
missed shots, and blocked shots. This model helped teams to understand if, for instance, 
they were missed too many goal opportunities or if their gameplay did not lead to 
enough goal opportunities. He achieved promising results for this Expected Goals mod-
el. 
In 2015, Lucey [44] utilized features from spatiotemporal data to find the possibility of 
each shot of turning into a goal. Features were shot location, defender proximity, game 
phase etc. as extracted from spatiotemporal data. This enables the calculation of a 
team’s effectiveness in a match and the estimation of the number of goals a team would 
have been expected to achieve. 
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More recently, in 2016, Eggels at al. [45] used geospatial data for the shot and the part 
of the body that a player used for it. They applied classification techniques like logistic 
regression, decision trees and random forest, to classify the opportunities into probabili-
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3 General Terms 
In this part of the dissertation, the following general terms that are related to the topic 
will be explained: 
• Data Mining 
• Machine Learning 
• Machine Learning Algorithms 
• Sports Analytics 
 
3.1 Data Mining 
 
Data Mining is every process and attempt to detect hidden patterns, trends and meaning 
in large database systems. [46] Data mining belongs to the computer science field. It 
combines statistics and AI (Artificial Intelligence) with database management. [47]     
The completion of a data mining task requires the following procedure (Figure7): 
• Data extraction, collection and selection and load in data warehouses. 
• Dataset needs to be preprocessed. Data should be cleaned and simplified. 
• The cleaned data should be transformed into a supported structure for Data Min-
ing algorithm. 
• Mining is the major step of learning and knowledge extraction. Mining can be 
split into six stages: 
1. Anomaly detection. 





• Evaluation of the significance for the extracted knowledge. 
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Figure 7: Data Mining process. [49] 
 
3.2 Machine Learning 
 
There are many definitions for the term “Machine Learning”. The most recognizable 
and reliable ones will be mentioned below: 
• “Machine Learning is the science of getting computers to act without being ex-
plicitly programmed”. [50] 
• “The field of Machine Learning seeks to answer the question “How can we build 
computer systems that automatically improve with experience, and what are the 
fundamental laws that govern all learning processes” [51]? 
• “A computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some 
class of tasks T and performance measure P if its performance at tasks in T, as 
measured by P, improves with experience E” [52]. 
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• “Machine learning is based on algorithms that can learn from data without rely-
ing on rules-based programming” [53]. 
 
 
Figure 8: The hierarchy of Machine Learning [54]. 
 
Machine Learning can be split in three main categories: 
• Supervised Learning 
• Unsupervised Learning 
• Reinforcement Learning 
Below, in figure 9, it demonstrated a typical Machine Learning structure with the most 
significant parts. 
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Figure 9: Machine Learning structure and the most important tasks [55]. 
 
Supervised Learning is the Machine Learning task of learning a function that maps an 
input to an output based on examples input-output pairs. It infers a function labeled 
training data consisting of a set of training examples. The optimal result is when the al-
gorithm correctly determines the class labels for unseen cases [56] [57]. 
 
 
Figure 10: Supervised Learning [58]. 
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Unsupervised learning is a type of machine learning that looks for previously undetect-
ed patterns in a data set with no pre-existing labels and with a minimum of human su-
pervision. In contrast to supervised learning that usually makes use of human-labeled 
data, unsupervised learning, also known as self-organization allows for modeling of 
probability densities over inputs [59] 
 
 
Figure 11:Unsupervised Learning [60]. 
 
Reinforcement learning differs from supervised learning in not needing labelled in-
put/output pairs be presented, and in not needing sub-optimal actions to be explicitly 
corrected. Instead, the focus is on finding a balance between exploration (of uncharted 
territory) and exploitation (of current knowledge) [61].  
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Figure 12: Reinforcement Learning [62]. 
 
3.2.1 Machine Learning Algorithms 
 
Machine learning algorithms are programs that adjust themselves to perform better as 
they are exposed to more data. The “learning” part of machine learning means that these 
programs alter how they process data over time, much as humans change how they 
process data by learning.A machine-learning algorithm is a program with a explicit way 
to adjusting its own parameters, given feedback on its last performance in making 
predictions about a dataset [63]. 
 
Some of the most widely used Machine Learning algorithms are the following: 
• Linear Regression 
• Logistic Regression 
• Support Vector Machine 
• Naïve Bayes 
• Random Forest 
• K-Nearest Neighbor 
• Decision Trees 
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• Gradient Boosting algorithms 
• Neural Networks 





Figure 13: Machine Learning algorithms [64]. 
 
3.3 Sports Analytics 
 
Sports Analytics is the usage of past historical data and advanced statistics in order to 
measure and enhance performance, make data-driven decisions and make predictions 
about the performance and results. The purpose of that use is to provide a competitive 
advantage to a team or individual [65]. 
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There are two main aspects of Sports Analytics. On-field and off-field analytics. On-
field analytics deals with improving the on-field performance of teams and players. It 
copes with aspects such as game tactics and player fitness. Off-field analytics deals with 
the business side of sports. Off-field analytics focuses on supporting a sport club or 
body surface patterns and insights through data that would help boost ticket and 
merchandise sales, improve fan engagement, etc [66]. 
 
 
Figure 14: Sports Analytics [67]. 
 
However, the data should not be accessible to anyone due to lack of expertise and may 
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4 Methodology 
Jupyter Notebook was the software that was used for the whole process. All models 
were developed and evaluated using Python 3.7.3. During data collection procedure, 
some data were typed manually, and Microsoft Excel was utilized for that reason. 
 
 
Figure 15: Jupyter notebook [69]. 
 
4.1 Process Description 
 
Firstly, an appropriate dataset needed to be found. There are several websites with foot-
ball statistics both for teams and players. We chose a set of data from website “data-
hub.io” with English Premier League matches.  
 
After the data acquisition, it was necessary to clean and transform the dataset in our de-
sirable form. For our purposes, we wanted to split each football season into a separate 
csv file. Then, the csv files were uploaded to Jupyter Notebook. 
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The data needed to be preprocessed. They were tested for null values, duplicate values, 
and noise. Python language was utilized to clean the data and build the machine learn-
ing models. Then, feature engineering and extraction took place to keep and create the 
suitable features. 
 
Finally, the results that were acquired, were evaluated in terms of accuracy and F-score. 
More information and in-depth description are presented and explained below. 
 
4.1.1 Data Collection 
 
In Europe, English Premier League is probably the most famous football league. Con-
sequently, detecting data regarding English Premier League matches is not so challeng-
ing, as there are plenty of sources that can provide historical data for collection and us-
ing. 
 
The data were downloaded from “datahub.io”. The data contain English Premier League 
fixtures and results from season 2009/2010 to season 2018/2019. The last season was 
used to perform predictions. The rest ones were used for the training phase. After col-
lecting the data, various actions needed to take place to the Machine Learning models’ 
variables and features.  
  
The features of the dataset are presented below: 
• Div: League Division 
• Date: Match date 
• HomeTeam: Home team 
• AwayTeam: Away team 
• FTHG: Full time home team goals 
• FTAG: Full time away team goals 
• FTR: Full time result (H=Home Win, D=Draw, A=Away Win) 
• HTHG: Home team half time goals  
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• HTAG: Away team half time goals 
• HTR: Half time result 
• Referee: The referee of each match 
• HS: Home team shots 
• AS: Away team shots 
• HST: Home shots on target 
• AST: Away shots on target 
• HF: Home team fouls committed 
• AF: Away team fouls committed 
• HC: Home team corners 
• AC: Away team corners 
• HY: Home team yellow cards 
• AY: Away team yellow cards 
• HR: Home team red cards 
• AR: Away team red cards 
 
Each csv file contains 23 columns and 380 rows. 
 
4.1.2 Data Cleaning 
 
The first step of the pre-processing phase was data cleansing. The dataset did not need 
many actions, because there were not many missing values. Every season was a separate 
dataset in csv format. Each file contains 23 columns and 380 rows. In season 2014-
2015, there was one match more than it should have. It had an invalid row, and this spe-
cific row was deleted. Some rows were deleted because they were not important for our 
purpose. Specifically, the columns “Div”, “Date” and “Referee” were erased. Then, the 
10 csv files were concatenated into a dataframe. The new dataset contained 20 columns 
and 3800 rows, as it is demonstrated in figure 16. 
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Figure 16: Dataset example and dataset shape. 
 
4.1.3 Feature Extraction and Feature Engineering 
 
The table was not very informative, so we needed to extract some features from it, relat-
ing to the offensive and the defensive capabilities of the home and the away team. 
 
Firstly, we extracted some features for the teams per season. The new features were: 
• HAS: Home attacking strength 
• HDS: Home defensive strength 
• AAS: Away attacking strength 
• ADS: Away defensive strength 
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Figure 17: Table example after initial feature extraction. 
 
Then, the full-time result that was our classification target, was transformed into numer-
ic data type. Specifically, we transformed a home win into a 1, a home defeat into a -1 
and a draw into a 0. 
 
 
Figure 18: Transforming full-time results into numeric data. 
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Because these features considered a long time of period (season long) and did not take 
into consideration the head-to-head results between teams, it needed to extract some 
features that were related to the head-to-head results. For example, Manchester City was 
a better team than Sunderland, but Sunderland used to win Manchester City in the Eng-
lish Premier League. The features that we created are the following: 
• FFHG: Average goals of the home team in the last n matches against the away 
team. 
• FFAG: Average goals of the away team in the last n matches against the home 
team. 
• FFPTSH: Average points of the home team in the past n matches against the 
away team. 
 
At this phase, we had to deal with a big issue. The problem was the case that there were 
not n matches between the teams prior to a given match. The problem was split into two 
cases. 
  
The first case was that there are no prior matches between the two teams. This usually 
happened because teams are relegated or promoted each season. So, it is possible a team 
which has never been promoted again, to be promoted and play matches with an English 
Premier League stable team, so no previous matches will be available. Furthermore, the 
first matches of the season that are included in this dissertation (season 2009/2010) have 
no prior matches between teams. Therefore, we solved this problem by filling each of 
the features with mean values. More specifically, instead of utilizing average goals of 
home team in the past n matches against the away team, we used the average goals of 
home teams across all seasons. We followed the same procedure with average away 
goals and average home points. 
 
The second case was that there are m prior matches between two teams, but m < n. To 
solve this problem, we used the average across these m matches. 
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Figure 19: Table with averages. 
 
Then, the next step was extracting other features relating to form. Team form is one of 
the most famous metrics used to measure a team’s recent condition and performance. 
Taking the last 5 league matches into account is the most widely used and accepted 
method to measure a team’s form. Actually, the official statistics provided by English 
Premier League use this way of defining form [70]. Good form is that a team has been 
winning many matches lately. If a team has been getting good results lately, it is possi-
ble to have a good result in the upcoming match.  
 
The features were related to home team form and away team form. In order to create 
them, we took into account the average points and goals of home team in the last n 
games and average points and goals of away team in the last n games. Missing or in-
complete data were handled in the same way as missing or incomplete data in the past 
features. 
 
The feature relating to form that we created were: 
• PSH: Points streak for the home team 
• SSH: Goals scored streak for the home team 
• CSH: Goals conceded streak for the home team 
• PSA: Points streak for the away team 
• SSA: Goals scored streak for the away team 
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• CSA: Goals conceded streak for the away team 
 
 
Figure 20: First 5 rows of the table with the home team form features. 
 
In Figure 20, the first 5 rows with the home team form features are demonstrated. The 
features contain mean values as it was described above for missing or incomplete previ-
ous matches data. 
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5 Prediction Models 
After pre-processing phase, the data were ready to be used in predictive models. Three 
Machine Learning models were developed and evaluated. More specific, the Machine 
Learning models were Logistic Regression, XGBoost Classifier and Support Vector 
Classifier. 
 
5.1 Explanatory Variables 
 
All models developed were utilizing the same variables to train and make predictions. 





HAS Home team attacking strength 
HDS Home team defensive strength 
AAS Away team attacking strength 
ADS Away team defensive strength 
FFPTSH Average points of the home team in the past n matches against the away 
team 
FFHG Average goals of the home team in the last n matches against the away 
team 
FFAG Average goals of the away team in the last n matches against the home 
team 
PSH Points streak for the home team 
SSH Goals scored streak for the home team 
CSH Goals conceded streak for the home team 
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PSA Points streak for the away team 
SSA Goals scored streak for the away team 
CSA Goals conceded streak for the away team 
Table 1: Explanatory Variables. 
 
5.2 Classification Models 
 
XGBoost Classifier, Logistic Regression, and Support Vector Classifier were the 3 clas-
sification models that were used to predict the matches outcomes. 
 
5.2.1 Boosting with XGBoost 
 
In Machine Learning, boosting is one of the most famous terms. Boosting operates by 
sequentially applying a classification algorithm to reweighted parts of the training data 
and taking a weighted majority vote of the sequence of classifiers therefore produced. 
Gradient Boosting algorithms focus on the difference between predictions and ground 
truth. They use a differential loss function [71]. 
 
The XGBoost Classifier gets as an input of independent variables and provides an out-
come in the form of a class. In our case, predicting the result of the match, there are 3 
classes which represent all possible outcomes. We trained the algorithm by splitting the 
data into training and validation set. The validation set was the matches in season 
2017/2018 and the training set was the matches from season 2009/2010 to 2016/2017. 
 
5.2.2 Hyperparameter Tuning 
 
XGBoost API gives the ability to the user to adjust a specific number of parameters. 
These parameters are defined prior to the training process and their values used to han-
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dle the learning process. The are several options for tuning these parameters. Grid 
Search is one of the most widely used methods. 
 
5.2.3 Grid Search Cross Validation 
 
This method is quite simple to be understood and interpreted. Let us assume that the pa-
rameters that need tuning are P = (P1, P2, …, Pn). An easy way to execute Grid Search is 
to create a vector of lower bounds l and one of upper bounds u for each P. Grid Search 
will produce nm grid points to check in the form of (ai, bi). Then, the grid point with the 
best outcomes in terms of measures defined by the user is kept [72]. 
Grid Search validates the performance of the grid points using k-fold Cross Validation. 
It is a method that evaluates Machine Learning models completing the following proce-
dure: 
• Randomly shuffles the dataset. 
• Divides the data in k folders. K is defined by the user. 
• Each unique group is going to set to be the test set, and the rest groups used as 
training set. 
The number of folds is usually 10 as it has been able to produce models with low bias 
[73]. 
 
The test set that was used for predictions was 2018/2019. The results of the grid search 
are shown in the table 2 below: 
 
Hyperparameter Season 2018/2019 results 
N Estimators 30 
Max Depth 3 
Min Child Weight 1 
Colsample by tree 0.9 
Learning rate (eta) 0.1 
Table 2: Grid Search results for XGBoost. 
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5.2.4 Logistic Regression 
 
Logistic regression is a statistical classification technique. This method gives the capa-
bility to model the relationship between dependent and independent variables. It can be 
also treated as a special issue of linear regression models. Nonetheless, the binary re-
sponse variable contravenes regression model’s normal assumptions. A logistic regres-
sion model indicates that a suitable function of the fitted probability of the occurrence is 
a linear function of the detected values of the available variables. The leading benefit of 
this method is that it can generate an uncomplicated probabilistic blueprint of classifica-
tion. The disadvantages are that logistic regression does not have the ability to solve is-
sues and problems of nonlinear and interactive aftermaths of explanatory variables. It is 
a regression technique for forecasting a dichotomous dependent variable. Moreover, it is 
suitable for circumstances in which you desire to manage to predict the presence or ab-
sence of a result depend on values of set of predictor variables. Furthermore, this model 
can comprise the major effects and interaction terms. A significant phase in the proce-
dure of modeling a dataset is deciding if confounder and interaction term appear in the 
data. The word confounder interprets a covariate that is related to the dependent varia-
ble of significance and the primary independent variable. In case of both variables are 
related then the relationship between them is called to be confounded [74] [75] [76]. 
 
5.2.5 Hyperparameter Tuning 
 
The results of the Grid Search for the Logistic Regression classifier are shown in the 
table 3 below: 
 
Hyperparameter Season 2018/2019 results 
C 10 
Penalty l2 
Table 3: Grid Search results for Logistic Regression. 
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5.2.6 Support Vector Machines 
 
In Machine Learning, Support Vector Machines are supervised learning models with 
associated learning algorithms that analyze data both for classification and regression. 
For example, given a set of training samples, each belongs to one of two categories, a 
Support Vector Machine algorithm constructs a model that assigns new data to one or 
the other category. Furthermore, Support Vector Machines can perform a nonlinear 
classification using “kernel” which mapping the inputs into high dimensional feature 
spaces [77]. 
 
5.2.7 Hyperparameter Tuning 
 
The results of the Grid Search for Support Vector Classifier are presented in the table 4 
below: 
 
Hyperparameter Season 2018/2019 results 
C 10 
Gamma 0.01 
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6 Results and Discussion 
Each model was run and evaluated based on its performance on the English Premier 
League season 2018/2019, which was the test set. Accuracy was the metric that is used 
for the performance comparison. Accuracy means the ratio of correct to incorrect pre-
dictions in 380 football matches’ outcomes.  
 
6.1 XGBoost Classifier 
 
In this part of the dissertation, the performance of the XGBoost Classifier is demon-
strated. As we can see in figure 22, this classifier achieved 64% in terms of accuracy in 
season 2018/2019. In addition, in class “-1”, which was the “away win” class, it has 
66% in terms of F1-Score, in class “0” which was the “draw” class, it has 21% and in 
class “1” which was the “home win” class, it has 73%. We can also infer both from the 
F1-score metric and the confusion matrix that the XGBoost classifier was less powerful 
in predicting the draws than the other two classes. However, it was quite foreseeable 
because the draw outcome is considered as the most difficult outcome to predict in a 
football game and for this reason, this outcome constitutes usually a high-reward odd 
for betting players. The model was quite good in “home teams wins” class by correctly 
classifying 150 from 181 wins. 
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Figure 22: Main metrics results and confusion matrix for XGBoost Classifier. 
 
6.2 Logistic Regression 
 
As for XGBoost Classifier, after tuning the parameters for Logistic Regression classifier 
using Grid Search, the model tested in 2018/2019 season. In figure 23, it is illustrated 
the performance of this classifier. Specifically, this model achieved 63% in terms of ac-
curacy in 380 matches. Furthermore, classification report shows a difficulty in predict-
ing draws as the XGBoost Classifier. It is also a bit more accurate predicting the home 
teams’ wins than the away teams’ wins. In terms of F1-Score, it shows 66% in “away 
win” class, 73% in “home team” class and 7% in “draw” class. 
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Figure 23: Main metrics results and confusion matrix for Logistic Regression. 
 
6.3 Support Vector Classifier 
 
In figure 24, it is demonstrated the performance of the Support Vector Classifier. The 
model achieved 61% in terms of accuracy. Unfortunately, even after hyperparameter 
tuning, there was no improvement. Even though, the overall accuracy score is adequate, 
the model is quite bad when it tried to classify the “draw” class. More specific, it only 
predicted 2 over 71 draw outcomes. Moreover, the model is satisfactory at home team 
wins and away team wins predictions, with 70% and 62% in terms of F1-Score, respec-
tively. 
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Figure 24: Main metrics results and confusion matrix for Support Vector Classifier. 
 
6.4 Comparative Results for Classifiers 
 
It can be inferred that the XGBoost Classifier slightly outperforms the other two mod-
els. It achieved 64% accuracy, whilst SVC and Logistic Regression had 61% and 63% 
accuracy, respectively. Additionally, XGBoost outplayed the other two classifiers in 
predicting the draws, which was the major issue that we had to deal with. It is worth 
mentioned that after Grid Search Cross Validation, the classifiers had better perfor-
mance except for Support Vector Classifier. Tables 5 and 6 are representative of the 
comparative results in outcome predictions of the XGBoost Classifier, the Logistic Re-
gression model, and the Support Vector Classifier. 
 
Classifier Accuracy (%) 
Logistic Regression 63 
XGBoost Classifier 64 
Support Vector Classifier 61 
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Classifier/F1-Score (%) Class -1 (Away) Class 0 (Draw) Class 1 (Home) 
XGBoost Classifier 66 21 73 
Logistic Regression 66 7 73 
Support Vector Classifier 62 5 70 
Table 6: F-1 Score of models for each class 
 
In table 6, it is demonstrated that XGBoost Classifier is the best classifier for match 
outcomes predictions. More specifically, in Class “-1” and Class “1”, XGBoost Classi-
fier and Logistic Regression have the same results in terms of F1-Score. Support Vector 
Classifier has slightly worse results than the other models. In Class “0”, even though the 
XGBoost Classifier outperforms the other models, it achieves quite poor performance.  
 
XGBoost model is the best of the three models in predicting the season 2018/2019 Eng-
lish Premier League outcomes. 
 
6.5 Evaluation of Results 
 
In this section, problems that came up during the whole process and solutions given are 
discussed. The project result is evaluated and threats to validity as well. 
 
One of the main challenges encountered during the project was to select appropriate da-
ta to use to build a predictive model. There is abundance of public data regarding foot-
ball. The selection of the dataset was crucial because it was impossible to utilize every 
free online data due to the computational power that would be needed. Fortunately, the 
dataset contained reliable and useful information about English Premier League games 
for 10 seasons. During feature selection step, some insignificant and useless for the 
models attributes were eliminated such as the referee name, the division, and the half-
time result. 
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On the other hand, gathering advanced football statistics and data about players from 
wearable devices, which might improve the model performance, is very difficult be-
cause there are not available online. Furthermore, the financial data about teams and 
players have inaccuracies because teams do not confirm them. 
 
Handling newly promoted teams was another problem. Regarding these teams, we as-
signed mean values to some variables. Even though, it was necessary for the project, 
some teams were underestimated from these average values. 
  
Another problem was the difficulty in predicting draws. XGBoost was the best after 
tuning, but it still had a poor performance in predicting draws. The solution usually is to 
use class imbalance techniques. This solution was tested with slightly worse results. An 
extensive customization of classifiers regarding the dataset requirements, would proba-
bly give slightly better results. Nevertheless, this process might provide bad generaliza-
tion to our model and surpass the scope of this dissertation. 
 
There are several factors that decide a football game result. A result is not affected only 
by team’s and player’s ability. Unfortunately, we cannot predict some external factors. 
When a team plays a significant European match during the same week, the coach may 
perform a rotation which means that he will rest his best players. Another factor is luck 
because the best team in the pitch does not always win, especially in football. The man-
ager of a team plays a significant role in the whole team processes and performance. In 
addition, injuries of important players is a factor that affects a game result. These fac-
tors can be considered as threats to validity. 
 
The result of this project is quite promising. Accuracy level can be considered as more 
than satisfactory. In fact, model’s accuracy score is higher than Chazan’s best model for 
English Premier League [79]. Our model is able to predict 243 of 380 matches in Eng-
lish Premier League season 2018/2019. It can predict correctly 64% of the matches’ 
outcomes in the whole season. Under certain circumstances, it can be used for betting 
reasons. 
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In this research, possibly the most fundamental aspect of sports analytics was explored. 
In football, match outcome and by extension overall team performance, is the desidera-
tum of football clubs, betting companies and fans. 
 
The main objective of building a model by exploring several Machine Learning tech-
niques has been accomplished. We used Machine Learning algorithms such as XGBoost 
Classifier, Logistic Regression and Support Vector Classifier in order to generate match 
outcome predictions. XGBoost Classifier produced good results, taking into considera-
tion that a football game can be affected by many internal and external factors. 
 
Concluding, sports analytics has already become a major part of a team’s performance 
as teams collect and analyze more efficient the huge amount of data generated by play-
ers through censors and other tools. More and more teams hire sport analysts and data 
scientist to handle and get useful insights from the data. For example, two of the biggest 
football clubs in the world, such as Barcelona and Liverpool, have hired a complete 
team comprising data scientists and sports analysts. Sports analytics has already been 
considered as a fast-growth industry. 
 
7.2 Future Work 
 
There are many directions in which this project can be led with more time and re-
sources. 
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The model can be improved with more data regarding match events. For instance, pos-
session, specific shots data, player formation and ratings, referee ratings, even manager 
ability, could be crucial for the model. 
 
An interesting future extension is to apply Monte Carlo simulations to predict future 
events, such as the probability of a team winning the championship. Monte Carlo simu-
lations run many times and depend on random sampling to produce predictions. 
 
Additionally, team data, such as possession, number of crosses, number of headers, etc., 
could be utilized to categorize each team into separate categories of playing styles. 
Then, models could be constructed to understand the difference between the playing 
styles of two different teams and help the prediction of the outcome of a match between 
these teams. 
 
For researchers who want to expand this research in the future, it is recommended to go 
deeper into the difficulty in predicting a draw, using common techniques, such as tuning 
of the classes’ weights or following a different strategy. 
 
Finally, a potential future extension could be the investigation of betting odds and 
whether our model could suggest good value bets and profitable betting strategies that 
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